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WORD OF MOUTH

RAINED IN

The rain, the thunder, the dark clouds will never be the same with these
hotel experiences that help you make the most of the season
Grand Hyatt Kochi Bolgatty Kerala during the monsoon
is magic. Take a closer look at this region’s amazing nature
by going on a houseboat tour. Setting off right from the
hotel, conveniently located at the mouth of Vembanad
Lake, the trip takes you down through the backwaters
as you pass by mangroves and rice paddies. A butler
accompanies you to take care of your every need. (grand.
hyatt.com; doubles from 8,800)
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The façade at The
Roseate, New Delhi;
Opposite: a jam-making
session at the hotel

The Sanctoo Villas & Spa Tea time at this
property in Ubud, Bali is unlike any other. You
are seated in the middle of what seems like
a tropical rainforest, with rain coming down
in sheets all around. You can hear Wos River
gurgling nearby. But you are nice and dry,
under a high ceiling, enjoying your delicious
mid-afternoon tea. Things couldn’t get much
better. (thesanctoovilla.com; doubles from
IDR2,667,500 or 12,790)

help you pair your meal with the perfect
spirits and wines. All while you watch the
heavy monsoon clouds drift past you.
(stregismumbai.com; doubles from 11,800)

Taj Jai Mahal Imagine monsoon in the
Mughal gardens at this Jaipur heritage
property housed in a 270-year building, with
peacocks dancing to welcome the season—
could there be anything more atmospheric?
Throw in a few cups of delicious chai and
some pyaz kachori and moong dal pakoda
that the city is famous for and you have all
the ingredients for a perfect afternoon.
(taj.tajhotels.com; doubles from 10,000)

the rooftop restaurant, is the perfect way to
experience the monsoon in Jaipur. And the
whole setup is catered just for you and your
special guest. Has to be one of the most
romantic ways to do Jaipur. (shahpura.com;
doubles from 10,000)

The St. Regis Mumbai The only way to

The Roseate Take a walk through the

experience monsoon in the maximum city
is from above. Make sure that you head
straight to the penthouse, 37 floors above
ground level. Hang out at Luna, enjoying
craft cocktails with fresh seasonal fruit in
them or ask for the master sommelier to

expansive gardens here, lined with mulberry,
plum and jamun trees. Located close to the
airport, this gorgeous New Delhi property is
your personal oasis from the chaos of the
city. The lifestyle manager accompanies you,
pointing out the amazing flora, thriving in
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Trident, Jaipur Spend an afternoon by
the beautiful pool as you watch the dark
monsoon clouds do their thing at this
stunning property by Man Sagar Lake. Swim
in the rain or enjoy a cocktail or a cup of tea
while you read a book or just simply relax
and take in your stunning surroundings.
(tridenthotels.com; doubles from 4,000)

W Goa If you came looking for a party
Oberoi Udaivilas This monsoon, switch off
to completely replenish yourself. Experience
the three-day individualised Monsoon Yoga
programme at this grand Udaipur property.
With special focus on relaxation, purification
and rejuvenation of body and mind, the
resident ayurveda doctor customises
a programme of yoga, meditation
and treatments suited to your needs.
(oberoihotels.com; doubles from 26,500)

Shahpura House A private dinner at Rasa,

the monsoon. And if you are up to it, the chef
gives you a masterclass in making jams and
compotes using some of the fresh fruit you
saw growing on the trees. (roseatehotels.
com; doubles from 11,900)

(which you probably did), head to Woobar,
the throbbing heart of this Vagator-based
property. Here, while it chucks it down
outside, you can have your very own private
DJ tutorial. Learn how to mix the tunes just
so and always keep the beat up and then you
can always party like you’re at the W Goa.
(w-goa.com; doubles from 10,500)

The Grand Dragon Ladakh And if you are
looking for respite from the rain, this is your
best bet. The region gets little to no rain at this
time of year and you can make full use of this
by enjoying live music by local artists while
you tuck into a Ladakhi barbecue by bonfire
under a clear, starlit sky surrounded by
majestic mountains. (thegranddragonladakh.
com; doubles from 12,000)
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Park Hyatt Goa Resort and Spa Let the
gorgeous backdrop of the beach serve as
the setting and the pitter-patter of rain
provide the soundtrack as you enjoy a
private balcony dinner in the comfort of your
room. Dinner and (lightning) show, anyone?
(hyatt.com; doubles from 9,000)

ON
THE
GO
FIND
YOUR CHI

With their CHI Spa in over 40
countries, the Shangri-La is known
for their range of treatments and
thoughtfully designed spaces. An
oasis within the hotel, there are a
range of treatments like the ShangriLa Journey or then try the massages,
scrubs and wraps that use indigenous
ingredients and offer a sense of
place to travellers who are always on
the move. (www.shangri-la.com/
newdelhi/erosshangrila/)

SKY HIGH
PRAISE

Between April and July this year,
Vistara has garnered nine awards
based on customer satisfaction. At
Skytrax World Airline Awards it took
home top honours for Best Airline
Staff in central Asia and India, Best
Cabin Crew in India and Best Airline
in India while SmartTravelAsia.
com’s Best in Travel Awards named
it sixth in the world for Best Cabin
Service, seventh in the world for
Best Business Class and tenth in
the world for Best Airline.
(www.airvistara.com)

FASHION FORWARD

Pune gets its third Shazé store, this time in the Westin
Pune. The store has a range of products for those
with discerning taste, stocking everything from fashion
jewellery and accessories to office décor. The store is
perfectly located for those looking to take back a gift or
celebrate a successful business trip. (www.shaze.com)

CONSCIOUS CLOTHING

Only two years old and already making waves, the Shahpura
Collection takes its name from the region where the clothes
are made. Founded by Rani Ratna Kumar, the company and
its collection are now overseen by her son, Digvijay Singh.
The eco-conscious brand empowers Shahpura’s women
and artisans, by working towards making them financially
independent. To that end, they’re going to be at the Vogue
Wedding Show with plans to expand further.
(www.shahpuracollection.com)

